RICOWI FOUNDATION INC
CAPITAL CAMPAIGN - 2021
The RICOWI Foundation Inc. identifies and provides funding for
the advancement of research related to weather performance
of roofing products and systems.
We are pleased to announce that the RICOWI Foundation Inc, has launched our 2021 Capital Campaign
with the goal of raising $50,000 to be used for research grants for the advancement and understanding
of the performance of the roofing envelope when subjected to weather events. There is a tremendous
need in the building industry for ongoing unbiased research studies and testing that can ultimately help
improve the sustainability, durability and long-term performance of the roofing envelop during future
weather events. The RICOWI Foundation, Inc believes in these needs and has created the platform to
become a funding opportunity that helps achieve this goal.
“Our collaborative partners in the roofing industry have reached out to our foundation in support of pursuing our goal to improve building performance through research and field Investigation”, says Joan Cook, Executive Director of the newly formed RICOWI Foundation, Inc. In her
previous role as the Executive Director of RICOWI, Inc., She witnessed first hand the need for the unbiased work that RICOWI Inc was performing after weather events. Joan went on to say, “By creating a greater funding platform, we can achieve a more comprehensive “Think Tank” of knowledge.
We can build upon the great field investigations that RICOWI, Inc has performed over the years.”

We ask that you consider helping us reach our $50,000 goal through a generous donation to the
RICOWI Foundation, Inc. Please reach out to Joan Cook at jcook@ricowi.com or visit our webpage
at https://www.ricowi.com/foundation for more information on how to become part of our RICOWI
Foundation Donor family.

Helping to transform tomorrows solutions today through
sound research and unbiased investigation.

Please help us out with your donation today!!!

